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Abstract. This paper is about the exploration of logical concepts in
cryptography and their linguistic abstraction and model-theoretic combi-
nation in a logical system, called CPL (for Cryptographic Protocol Logic).
The paper focuses on two fundamental aspects of cryptography. Namely,
the security of communication (as opposed to security of storage) and
cryptographic protocols (as opposed to cryptographic operators). The
logical concepts explored are the following. Primary concepts: the modal
concepts of knowledge, norms, space, and time. Secondary concepts:
knowledge de dicto and knowledge de re, confidentiality norms, truth-
functional and relevant implication, multiple and complex truth values.
The distinguishing feature of CPL is that it unifies and refines a variety
of (not all!) existing approaches. This feature is the result of our wholistic
conception of property-based (logics) and model-based (process algebra)
formalisms. We illustrate the expressiveness of CPL on representative
requirements engineering case studies.

Addendum I. In the Appendix C, we extend (core) CPL (qualitative
time) with real time, i.e., time stamps, timed keys, and potentially drift-
ing local clocks, to tCPL (quantitative time). Our extension is conserva-
tive and really simple; it requires only the refinement of two relational
symbols (one new rule resp. parameter) and of one operator (one new
conjunct in its truth predicate), and the addition of two relational sym-
bols (but no operators!). Our work thus provides further evidence for
Lamport’s claim that adding real time to an untimed formalism is really
simple.

Addendum II. In the Appendix D, we sketch an extension of (core)
CPL with a notion of probabilistic polynomial-time (PP) computation.
We illustrate the expressiveness of this extended logic (ppCPL) on ten-
tative formalisation case studies of fundamental and applied concepts.
Fundamental concepts: (1) one-way function, (2) hard-core predicate,
(3) computational indistinguishability, (4) (n-party) interactive proof,
and (5) (n-prover) zero-knowledge. Applied concepts: (1) security of en-
cryption schemes, (2) unforgeability of signature schemes, (3) attacks on
encryption schemes, (4) attacks on signature schemes, and (5) breaks of
signature schemes. The argument of this appendix is that in the light
of logic, adding PP to a (property-based) formalism for cryptography is
perhaps also simple and can be achieved with an Ockham’s razor exten-
sion of an existing core logic, namely CPL.
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1 Introduction

The definition of a cryptographic protocol begins (and “ends” if this stage is not
mastered1) with requirements engineering, i.e., the definition of the requirements
(global properties) the protocol is supposed to meet. In particular, understanding
protocol requirements is necessary for understanding protocol attacks, which can
be looked at as negations of necessary conditions for the requirements to hold.
Protocol definition and in particular requirements engineering are engineering
tasks (the spirit of [3]). In contrast, the definition of cryptographic operators
is a scientific task (the spirit of [4, 5]) requiring profound expertise from differ-
ent fields of discrete mathematics. Protocol engineers do (and should) not have
(to have) this expertise. For example, it is legitimate for a protocol engineer
to “abstract” negligible probabilities and consider them as what they are —
negligible. Ideally, engineers should only have to master a single, common, and
formal language for requirements engineering that adequately abstracts “hard-
core” mathematical concepts. Since logic is what all sciences have in common,
it is natural to stipulate that such a lingua franca for requirements engineering
cryptographic protocols be an appropriate logical language. Our task shall be
to synthesise the relevant logical concepts in cryptography into a cryptographic
protocol logic in the tradition of temporal2 logic [6] (cf. [7] for an effort of simi-
lar ambition but in the complementary tradition of dynamic3 logic [8]). We will
validate our language — at least at a first stage — on specification (stress on dif-
ferent requirements) rather than verification (stress on different protocols) case
studies, since specification should precede verification. Nonetheless, the existence
of verification examples is guaranteed by subsumption under CPL of other logics
from authors with the opposite focus.

We briefly survey requirements engineering — the practice of the specifi-
cation — of cryptographic protocols. Protocol designers commonly specify a
cryptographic protocol jointly by a semi-formal description of its behaviour (or
local properties) in terms of protocol narrations, and by an informal prescription
of its intended goals (or global properties) in natural language [9]. Informal speci-
fications present two major drawbacks: they do not have a well-defined, and thus
a well-understood meaning, and, therefore, they do not allow for verification of
correctness. In formal specifications of cryptographic protocols, local and global
properties are expressed either explicitly as such in a logical (or property-based)
language, or implicitly as code, resp. as encodings in a programming (or model -
based) language (e.g., applied λ-Calculus [10]; process calculi: CSP [11], applied
π-Calculus [12], Spi-Calculus [13], and [14]). Examples of such encodings are
equations between protocol instantiations, and predicates defined inductively
1 consider “[. . .] although it is difficult to get cryptographic protocols right, what is

really difficult is not the design of the protocol itself, but of the requirements. Many
problems with security protocols arise, not because the protocol as designed did not
satisfy its requirements, but because the requirements were not well understood in
the first place.” [1], and also, more generally [2]

2 more precisely, poly-dimensional (i.e., norms, knowledge, space, time) mono-modal
3 more precisely, mono-dimensional (i.e., time) poly-modal (action parameters)
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on the traces those instantiations may exhibit [15]. However, such encodings
present four major drawbacks: (1) they have to be found; worse, (2) they may
not even exist; (3) they are neither directly comparable with other encodings in
the same or in other programming languages, nor with properties expressed ex-
plicitly in logical languages; and (4) they are not easy to understand because the
intuition of the encoded property is not explicit in the encoding. On the other
hand, process calculi are ideal design formalisms. That is, they offer — due
to their minimalist, linguistic abstractions of modelling concepts (syntax) and
their mathematical, operational notion of execution (semantics) — a win-win
situation between the (pedantic) rigour of machine models and the (practical)
usability of programming languages.

Still, informal language and programming (effects) languages are inadequate
for expressing and comparing cryptographic properties. It is our belief that only
a logical language equipped with an appropriate notion of truth, i.e., a cryp-
tographic logic, will produce the necessary adequacy. A number of logics have
been proposed in this aim so far, ranging from special-purpose, cryptographic
logics: the pioneering BAN-logic [16], a unification of several variants of BAN-
logic [17]; over general-purpose propositional, modal, program, and first- and
higher-order logics used for the special purpose of cryptographic protocol anal-
ysis: propositional (“logic programming”) [18, 19]; modal : deontic [20], doxastic
[21, 22], epistemic [23, 24], linear [25], temporal [26]; program: dynamic [27, 28,
7], Hoare-style [29]; first-order [30–32]; higher-order [33, 34]; to combinations
thereof: doxastic-epistemic [35], doxastic-temporal [36], distributed temporal
[37], dynamic-epistemic [38], epistemic-temporal [39] first-order-temporal [40],
dynamic-epistemic-temporal [41], deontic-epistemic-temporal [42].

All these logics have elucidated important aspects of cryptographic commu-
nication and proved the relevance of logical concepts to the modelling of that
communication. In particular, mere enunciation of maybe the three most funda-
mental cryptographic goals, namely secrecy, authenticity, and non-repudiation,
reveals the paramount importance of the concept of knowledge, both in its propo-
sitional (so-called knowledge de dicto) and in its individual (so-called knowledge
de re) manifestation. Possible4 enunciations in natural language of these goals
are the following (cf. Section 2.1 for their formalisations in CPL). Secrecy for a
protocol: “Always and for all messages m, if it is forbidden that the adversary
(Eve) know m then Eve does not know m.” (knowledge de re in the present
subjunctive and the present indicative mode respectively). Authenticity of a
message m from the viewpoint of agent a w.r.t. agent b: “a knows that once only
b knew m.” (knowledge de dicto in the present and knowledge de re in the past
indicative mode). Non-repudiation of authorship of a message m′ by b w.r.t. a
corroborated by a proof m (m is a proof for a that b is the author of m′): “If a
knew m then a would know that once only b knew m′.” (knowledge de re in the
past subjunctive and then in the past indicative mode, and knowledge de dicto
in the conditional mode). However, general-purpose/standard epistemic logic is
inadequate in a cryptographic setting due to weak paradoxes; for the same rea-

4 as a matter of fact unique definitions of these goals do not exist (yet)
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son (standard) deontic logic is inadequate (cf. Section 2.3). And doxastic logic
is inadequate due to its inadequacy for the above goals as these crucially rely on
knowledge, i.e., necessarily true, and not possibly false, belief (no error control!).
Further, linear logic has, for our approach, a flavour that is too operational5. Our
approach is diametric, i.e., we aim at providing declarative abstractions of opera-
tional aspects. Finally, special-purpose logics have been limited in their adequacy
due to their choice of primitive concepts, e.g., belief, no negation/quantification,
too specific primitive concepts at the price of high extension costs.

Our goal is to supply a formal synthesis of logical concepts in a single, multi-
dimensional6 modal logic, namely CPL7, that yields requirements that are intu-
itive but (syntactically) abstract w.r.t. particular models of cryptography. First,
we believe that the formal method for any science is ultimately logic, as defined
by a relation of satisfaction (model -theoretic approach8, effectuated via model
checking [47]) or a relation of deduction (proof -theoretic approach, effectuated
via automated theorem proving [48]). Second, given that requirements engineer-
ing is mainly about meaning, i.e., understanding and formalising properties, we
believe that a model-theoretic approach is — at least at a first stage — more
suitable than a proof-theoretic approach. By ‘intuitive’ we mean that the con-
ceptual dimensions of the requirement are apparent in distinctive forms in the
formula that expresses the requirement — succinctly.

We argue that propositional and higher-order (at least beyond second order)
logic, and set theory are unsuitable as front-end formalisms for requirements en-
gineering purposes. Propositional logic is simply too weak as a specification lan-
guage but is well-suited for fully-automated, approximative verification. Higher-
order logic and set-theory may well be semantically sufficiently expressive; how-
ever, we opine that they are unsuitable for engineers in charge of capturing
meaning of protocol requirements within an acceptable amount of time (i.e.,
financial cost per specification) and space (i.e., intelligibility of specifications).
The intuitiveness of the specifications that a formalism yields are not just luxury,
but the very — and difficult to distil — essence and a measure of its pragmat-
ics, i.e., practical usefulness. The application domain of cryptographic protocols
is conceptually very rich. A suitable requirements engineering formalism must
organise and hard-wire/pre-compile this conceptual variety in its semantics and
provide succinct and intuitive linguistic abstractions (syntax) for them. The re-
sulting added value of such a formalism is empowerment of the engineer (speed-
up of the mental process of formalisation), and more powerful tools (speed-up

5 to the extent that it is possible that “the combinators of a process calculus are
mapped to [linear] logical connectives” [43]

6 cf. [44] for a research monograph on multi-dimensional modal logic (an active re-
search area), characterised in [45] as “. . . a branch of modal logic dealing with spe-
cial relational structures in which the states, rather than being abstract entities,
have some inner structure. . . . Furthermore, the accessibility relations between these
states are (partly) determined by this inner structure of the states.”

7 a preliminary, now outdated version of CPL appeared in the informal proceedings
of [46]

8 not to be confused with a model-based formalism
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of model checking and automated theorem proving). Higher-order logic and set-
theory, having been conceived as general-purpose formalisms, obviously lack this
special-purpose semantics and syntax. However, they are well-suited as logical
frameworks (back-ends) for such special-purpose formalisms (object logics). For
example, our candidate language has a model-theoretic (i.e., relying on set the-
ory) semantics.

CPL has a first-order fragment for making statements about protocol events
and about the (individual) knowledge (“knows”) and the structure of crypto-
graphic messages induced by those events; and four modal fragments for mak-
ing statements about confidentiality norms (cf. deontic logic [20]); propositional
knowledge (“knows that”), i.e., knowledge of cryptographic states of affairs, (cf.
epistemic logic [49]); execution space (cf. spatial logic [50]); and execution time
(cf. temporal logic [6]). That is, CPL unifies first-order and four modal logics
in a single, multi-dimensional logic. Further, CPL refines standard epistemic
and deontic logic in the sense that it resolves the long-standing problem of
weak-paradoxes (caused by logical omniscience and conflicting obligations, re-
spectively) that these logics exhibit when applied in a cryptographic setting
(cf. Section 2.3). Yet CPL (a property-based formalism) goes even further in its
wholistic ambition in that it integrates the perhaps most important model-based
framework, namely process algebra [51], in a novel way. First, CPL’s temporal
accessibility relation (the semantics of its temporal modalities) can be defined
by an event-trace generating process (reduction) calculus, for example C3 [52,
53] whose execution constraints can moreover be checked via CPL-satisfaction;
and second, CPL’s epistemic accessibility relation (the semantics of its epistemic
modality “knows that”) is the definitional basis for C3’s observational process
equivalence, which can be used for the model-based (process-algebraic and com-
plementary to property-based) formulation of protocol requirements.

A cryptographic protocol involves the concurrent interaction of agents that
are physically separated by — and exchange messages across — an unreliable
and insecure transmission medium. Expressing properties of concurrent interac-
tion requires temporal operators [6]. The physical separation by an unreliable
and insecure transmission medium in turn demands the epistemic and deontic
modalities. To see why, consider that the existence of such a separating medium
introduces an uncertainty among agents about the trustworthiness of the execu-
tion of protocol actions (sending and receiving) and the contents of exchanged
messages, both w.r.t. actuality (an epistemic concern) and legitimacy (a deontic
concern). It is exactly the role of a cryptographic protocol to re-establish this
trustworthiness through the judicious use of cryptographic evidence, i.e., essen-
tial information (e.g., ciphers, signatures and hash values) for the knowledge of
other information (e.g., messages or truth of formulae), bred in a crypto sys-
tem (e.g., a shared-key or public-key system) from cryptographic germs such as
keys and nonces, themselves generated from cryptographic seeds (or seed val-
ues). However, any use of keys (as opposed to hash values and nonces) requires
that the knowledge of those keys be shared a priori. This sharing of key knowl-
edge is established by cryptographic protocols called key-establishment protocols
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(comprising key-transport and key-agreement protocols) [3, Chapter 12], which
are executed before any cryptographic protocol that may then subsequently use
those keys. Thus certain cryptographic protocols must be considered interrelated
by a notion of composition in a common execution space; hence the need of spa-
tial operators. Another argument for spatial operators comes from the fact that a
correct protocol should conserve its inner correctness even when composed with
other protocols, i.e., a (totally) correct protocol should be stable in different
execution contexts [54, 55].

2 Logic

2.1 Syntax

The language F of CPL is parametric in the languageM of its individuals, i.e.,
protocol messages. It is chiefly relational, and functional in exactly the language
M of protocol messages it may be instantiated with. The temporal fragment of
F coincides with the syntax of LTLP (linear temporal logic with past). We shall
fix our mind on the following, comprehensive language M of individuals.

Definition 1 (Protocol messages). Protocol messages M ∈ M have the fol-
lowing structure. M ::= n (names, logical constants)

∣∣ � (the abstract message)
∣∣

p+ (public keys)
∣∣ dMe (message hashes)

∣∣ {|M |}M (symmetric message ciphers)∣∣ {|M |}+p+ (asymmetric message ciphers)
∣∣ {|M |}−p (signed messages)

∣∣ (M,M)
(message tuples).

Names n ∈ N are agent names a, b ∈ A, the (for the moment Dolev-Yao
[56]) adversary’s name Eve, symmetric session (K1) and long-term (K∞) keys
k ∈ K, (asymmetric) private keys p ∈ K−, and nonces x ∈ X (also used as
session identifiers). We assume that given a private key p, one can compute the
corresponding public key p+, as in DSA and Elgamal. Shared and private keys
shall be referred to as confidential keys CK, i.e., keys that must remain secret.
Symmetric keys may be compound for key agreement (as opposed to mere key
transport). Message forms (open messages) F are messages with variables v ∈ V.

The abstract message is a computational artifice to represent the absence of
intelligibility, just as the number zero is a computational artifice to represent the
absence of quantity. The abstract message is very useful for doing knowledge-
based calculations (cf. Definition 5), just as the number zero is very useful (to
say the least) for doing number-based calculations. The focus on cryptographic
protocols rather than cryptographic operators leads us (for the moment) to (1)
making abstraction from the exact representation of messages, e.g., bit strings;
and assuming (2.1) perfect hashing, i.e., collision resistance (hash functions are
injective) and strong pre-image resistance (hash functions are not invertible, or
given dMe, it is infeasible to compute M), and (2.2) perfect encryption (given
{|M |}k but not the shared key k or given {|M |}+p+ but not the private key p

corresponding to the public key p+, it is infeasible to compute M). We introduce
a type language for messages to increase succinctness of statements about the
structure of messages.
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Definition 2 (Message types). Message types τ have the following structure.

τ, τ ′ ::= ∅
˛̨

σ
˛̨
H[τ ]

˛̨
SCM [τ ]

˛̨
ACp+ [τ ]

˛̨
Sp[τ ]

˛̨
T[τ, τ ′]

˛̨
τ ∪ τ ′

˛̨
τ ∩ τ ′

˛̨
τ \ τ ′

˛̨
M

σ, σ′ ::= A
˛̨
Adv

˛̨
ς

˛̨
K
+

ς, ς ′ ::= K
1

˛̨
K
∞ ˛̨

K
− ˛̨

X

Message type forms θ shall be message types with variables in key position.

Observe that (1) for each kind of message there is a corresponding type (e.g.,
H[τ ] for hashes, SCM [τ ] for symmetric and ACp+ [τ ] for asymmetric ciphers, Sp[τ ]
for signatures, and T[τ, τ ′] for tuples); (2) encryption and signature types are
parametric; and (3) the union, intersection, and difference of two message types is
again a message type. In short, message types are structure-describing dependent
types closed under union, intersection, and difference. ς and ς ′ denote types of
dynamically generable names. We macro-define AAdv := A ∪ Adv, K := K1 ∪ K∞,
CK := K ∪ K−, K∗ := CK ∪ K+, and N := AAdv ∪ K∗ ∪ X.

Definition 3 (Formulae). The set of formulae F contains precisely those pro-
positions that are the closed predicates formed with the operators of Table 1.
There, β denotes basic, α action, and δ data formulae; a, b, c denote agents and
x, x′ nonces; and k denotes a symmetric key and p a private key.

Predicates can be transformed into propositions either via binding of free vari-
ables, i.e., universal (generalisation) or existential (abstraction) quantification,
or via substitution of individuals for free variables (individuation). In accordance
with standard logical methodology, basic predicates express elementary facts.

Table 1. Predicate language

φ, φ′ ::= β
˛̨
¬φ

˛̨
φ ∧ φ′

˛̨
∀v(φ)˛̨

Pφ
˛̨

Ka(φ)
˛̨

φ ⊇ φ′
˛̨

φ⊗ φ′
˛̨

φ B φ′
˛̨

φ S φ′
˛̨
©−φ

˛̨
©+ φ

˛̨
φ U φ′

β, β′ ::= α
˛̨

δ

α, α′ ::= a.x � x′
˛̨

a.x � k.(b, c)
˛̨

a.x � p.b˛̨
a.x

F−→
6Eve

b
˛̨

a.x
F−→
Eve

b
˛̨

a.x
F←−
6Eve

b
˛̨

a.x←
Eve

F

δ, δ′ ::= n : σ
˛̨

a k F
˛̨

F 4 F ′

Our symbols are — and their intuitive meaning is as they are — pronounced
¬ “not”, ∧ “and”, ∀v “for all v”, P “it is permitted that”, Ka “a knows that”, ⊇
“epistemically/necessarily implies”, ⊗ “conjunctively separates”, B “assume—
guarantee”, S “since”, ©− “previous”, ©+ “next”, and U “until”, a.x � x′ “a
freshly generated the nonce x′ in session x”, a.x � k.(b, c) “a freshly generated
the symmetric key k for b and c9 in session x”, a.x � p.b “a freshly generated
9 we could easily allow more than two agents for group keys
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the private key p for b10 in session x”, a.x
F−→
6Eve

b “a securely (i.e., over a private

channel) sent off F as such (i.e., not only as a strict sub-term of another message)
to b in session x”, a.x

F−→
Eve

b “a insecurely (i.e., over a public channel) sent off

F as such to b in session x”, a.x
F←−
6Eve

b “a securely (i.e., over a private channel)

received F as such from b in session x”, a.x ←
Eve

F “a insecurely (i.e., possibly

from the adversary) received F as such in session x”, : “has type”, k “knows”,
and 4 “is a subterm of”.

Our language is 1-sorted because agents are referred to by their name and
names are transmittable data, i.e., messages. K expresses propositional knowl-
edge. In contrast, k expresses individual knowledge. Individual knowledge con-
veys understanding of the purpose and possession of a certain piece of crypto-
graphic information up to cryptographically irreducible parts. It is established
based on the capability of agents to synthesise those pieces from previously anal-
ysed pieces. By ‘understanding of the purpose’ we mean (1) knowledge of the
structure for compound, and (2) knowledge of the identity for atomic (names)
information. Note that such understanding requires that there be a minimal re-
dundancy in that information. The conditional φ ⊇ φ′ is epistemic or necessary
in the sense that the set of evidence corroborating truth of the consequent φ′

(e.g., the knowledge of a key) is included in the set of evidence corroborating
truth of the antecedent φ (e.g., the knowledge of a plain text derived from that
key). The epistemic conditional captures the epistemic dependence of the truth
of the antecedent on the truth of the consequent. The formula φ⊗φ′ is satisfied
by a (protocol) model if and only if the model can be separated in exactly two
parts such that one part satisfies φ (e.g., key distribution/production) and the
other satisfies φ′ (e.g., key use/consumption). The formula φ B φ′ is satisfied
by a model if and only if for all models that satisfy φ the parallel composition
of both models satisfies φ′ (cf. total/compositional correctness of a protocol, as
mentioned earlier). Typing formulae F : θ have an essential and a pragmatic pur-
pose. Typing of atomic data, i.e., when F designates a name n and θ an atomic
type σ, is a linguistic abstraction for the above-mentioned essential modelling
hypothesis of minimal redundancy. Typing of compound data simply increases
succinctness of statements about the structure of messages. It is actually macro-
definable in terms of typing of atomic data, equality (itself macro-definable), and
existential quantification (cf. Appendix B).

We exemplify the expressiveness of CPL on a selection of tentative formalisa-
tions of fundamental cryptographic states of affairs. To the best of our knowledge,
(1) no other existing crypto logic is sufficiently expressive to allow for the defi-
nition of the totality of these properties, and (2) the totality of these properties
has never been expressed before in any other formalism. In fact, entire logics
(e.g., [16], [23], [24]) have been designed to capture a single cryptographic state
of affairs (e.g., authenticity, anonymity, resp. secrecy). We invite the reader to
validate our formalisations on the criteria of intuitiveness and succinctness, but

10 we could easily allow more than two agents for group keys
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also to discern that the simplicity of the formalisation results is in sharp con-
tradistinction to the difficulty of their formalisation process. However, thanks
to the empowerment that CPL confers, a formalisation process involving such
a large number of conceptual degrees of freedom has become tractable at an
engineering level. Note that the formalisations employ macro-defined predicates
(cf. Appendix B; the reader is urged to consult it) and that α(b) abbreviates
disjunction of name generation, sending, and receiving performed by b.

Maliciousness b is malicious, written malicious(b), :iff b knowingly performs a
forbidden action at some time, written �(α(b) ∧ Fα(b) ∧ Kb(Fα(b))).

Honesty b is honest, written honest(b), :iff b is not malicious, written ¬malicious(b).
Faultiness b is faulty, written faulty(b), :iff b performs a forbidden action at

some time, written �(α(b) ∧ Fα(b)).
Prudency b is prudent, written prudent(b), :iff b is not faulty, written ¬faulty(b).
Trust a trusts b, written a trusts b, :iff a knows that b is prudent, written

Ka(prudent(b)).
Reachability-based Secrecy A protocol has the secrecy property :iff the ad-

versary (Eve) never knows any classified information, written �∀m(F(Eve k
m)→ ¬ Eve k m).

Perfect Forward Secrecy “[. . .] compromise of long-term keys does not com-
promise past session keys.” [3, Page 496], written ¬ �(∃(k : K1)(Eve k k) ⊇
∃(k : K∞)(Eve k k))11

Anonymity b is anonymous to a in state of affairs φ(b) :iff if a knows that
some agent is involved in φ then a cannot identify that agent with b, written
Ka(∃(c : A)(φ(c)))→ ¬Ka(φ(b)).

Known-key attack “[. . .] an adversary obtains some keys used previously and
then uses this information to determine new keys.” [3, Page 41], written
∃(v : CK)(Eve k v ∧ (∃(v′ : CK)(v′ 6= v ∧ Eve k v′) ⊇ Eve k v))

Key confirmation for a w.r.t. b “[. . .] one party is assured that a second
(possibly unidentified) party actually has possession of a particular secret
key.” [3, Page 492], written k : K ∧ Ka(b k k)

Implicit key authentication for a w.r.t. b “[. . .] one party is assured that
no other party aside from a specifically identified second party (and possibly
additional identified trusted parties) may gain access to a particular secret
key.” [3, Page 492], written k : K ∧ Ka(∀(c : AAdv)(c k k → (c = a ∨ c = b)))

Shared secret among a and b M is a shared secret among a and b, written
M sharedSecretAmong (a, b), :iff nobody except a and b know M , written
a k M ∧ b k M ∧ ∀(c : AAdv)(c k M → (c = a ∨ c = b))

Explicit key confirmation for a w.r.t. b “[. . .] both (implicit) key authen-
tication and key confirmation hold.” [3, Page 492], written k : K ∧ Ka(k
sharedSecretAmong (a, b))

Authorship of a datum a authored a datum M , written a authored M , :iff
once a was the only one to know M , written �− (a k M ∧∀(b : AAdv)(b k M →
b = a)).

11 A material conditional would not do here because the antecedent and the consequent
are epistemically — and thus not truth-functionally — related via key corruption,
i.e., the derivation of a session key from a corrupted long-term key.
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Authenticity of a datum A datum M is authentic w.r.t. its origin (say a)
from the viewpoint of b, written M authentic (a, b), :iff b can authentically
attribute (i.e., in the sense of authorship) M to a, i.e., b knows that a au-
thored M , written Kb(a authored M).

Individual proof for a proposition M is a proof for a proposition φ, written
M proofFor φ, :iff assuming an arbitrary a knows M guarantees that a knows
that φ is true, written ∀(a : A)(a k M B Ka(φ)).

Non-repudiation of authorship b cannot repudiate authorship of M to a :iff
a has a proof that b authored M , written ∃m(m proofFor (b authored M)∧a k
m).

Authentication of a with b “[. . .] the process whereby one party [b] is assured
(through acquisition of corroborative evidence) of the identity of a second
party [a] involved in a protocol, and that the second has actually participated
(i.e., is active at, or immediately prior to, the time the evidence is acquired).”
[3, Page 386], written ∃m(m authentic (a, b) ∧m newTo b)

Corruption of an agent a by the adversary Eve “Eve comes to know all
what a knows in state of affairs φ”, written ∀m(a k m→ (Eve k m I φ))

Compositional protocol correctness protocol (plug-in) P in (initial) state
h satisfies property φ provided that P is used with a (parallel) protocol
(environment) satisfying ϕ, written (P, h) |= ϕ B φ.12

2.2 Semantics

Our definition of satisfaction is anchored (or rooted) and defined on protocol
states, i.e., tuples (P, h) ∈ P × H of a protocol model P (i.e., a parallel-
composable process term) and a protocol history h (i.e., an event trace). For
the purpose of this paper, we presuppose a notion of execution, for example [52],
−→ ⊆ (P × H) × (P × H) (or relation of temporal accessibility in the jargon
of modal logic) producing protocol events of a certain form and chaining them
up to form protocol histories. We stress that the kind of protocol events and
the parallel-composability of process terms are the only particularities −→ is
assumed to have. Protocol events have the following form: generation of a nonce
x′ in session x by a, written N(a, x, x′); generation of a fresh symmetric key k for
b and c in session x by a, written N(a, x, k, (b, c)); generation of a fresh private
key p for b in session x by a, written N(a, x, p, b); insecure input of M in session
x by a, written I(a, x,M); secure input of M from b in session x by a, written
sI(a, x, M, b); insecure output of M to b in session x by a, written O(a, x, M, b);
and secure output of M to b in session x by a, written sO(a, x,M, b). By def-
inition, an event ε is secure if and only if ε is unobservable by the adversary
Eve. By convention, name generation is a secure event. We write ε(a) for any of
the above protocol events, ε(a, n) for any of the above name-generation events,
ε(a,M) for any of the above communication events, and ε̂(a) for any of the above
secure events. Protocol histories h ∈ H are simply finite words of protocol events
ε, i.e., event traces h ::= ε

∣∣ h ·ε, where ε denotes the empty protocol history.

12 Statements (P, h) |= ϕ B φ roughly correspond to Hoare triples ϕ{P}φ.
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We define satisfaction in a functional style on the structure of formulae.
Satisfaction employs complex (and thus multiple) truth values. Truth values are
complex in the sense that they are tuples of a simple truth value (i.e., ‘true’ or
‘false’) and a set of those events (the evidence) that are necessary to corroborate
that simple truth.

Definition 4 (Satisfaction). Let |= ⊆ (P × H) × F denote satisfaction of a
formula φ ∈ F by a protocol state s ∈ P × H (the anchor/root of an implicit
execution path model for φ):

s |= φ :iff there is a set of protocol events E s.t. s |=E φ

s |=E φ :iff for all p ∈ paths(s), JφK0p = (true, E)

where paths(s) denotes the set of paths p achored/rooted in s and induced by
−→, and J·K denotes a function of truth denotation from formulae to complex
truth values (cf. Table 2). There,

– p@i denotes the state, say (P, h), at position i in path p
– ḣ denotes the set of events derived from protocol history (a sequence of

events) h
– h `Ea M denotes the derivation of the individual knowledge M by agent a

from the set E of corresponding events in a’s view on h, i.e., the extraction,
analysis, and synthesis of the relevant data that a has generated, received,
or sent in h (cf. Appendix A)

– ◦ denotes concatenation of protocol histories preserving uniqueness of name
generation events

– Σ := ∃(k : CK)(Eve k k ∧ ¬ k ck Eve) denotes a state formula expressing
the state of violation in a cryptographic setting, namely the one where the
adversary has come to know a confidential key not of her own

– ≈a ⊆ (P × H) × (P × H) denotes the relation of epistemic accessibility
associated with the modality Ka; it is defined hereafter

– L · Mh
a denotes a unary function (inspired by [57]) of cryptographic parsing

defined on protocol states and on logical formulae; it is defined hereafter on
messages and tacitly lifted onto protocol states and logical formulae

– ≡ denotes a relation of structural equivalence defined on process terms and
on event traces On process terms, it denotes the smallest equivalence relation
expressing associativity and commutativity of processes On event traces, it
denotes permutation, i.e., h ≡ h′ :iff |h| = |h′| and ḣ = ḣ′, where | · | denotes
a length function.

Permission is not macro-defined because we want to highlight that each new no-
tion of the state of violation will give rise to a new notion of permission, such as
the one for real-time or probabilistic polynomial-time settings (cf. Appendices C
and D). That is, we look at the state formula Σ as a parameter of the logic.
The epistemic accessibility relation has, as previously mentioned, a double use;
it not only serves as the definitional basis for the epistemic modality (Ka) of
CPL, but also as the definitional basis for the observational process equivalence

11



Table 2. Truth denotation

Ja.x � x′Ki
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := {N(a, x, x′)} ∩ ḣ

Ja.x � k.(b, c)Ki
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := {N(a, x, k, {b, c})} ∩ ḣ

Ja.x � p.bKi
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := {N(a, x, p, b)} ∩ ḣ

Ja.x
M−→
6Eve

bKi
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := {sO(a, x, M, b)} ∩ ḣ

Ja.x
M−→
Eve

bKi
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := {O(a, x, M, b)} ∩ ḣ

Ja.x
M←−
6Eve

bKi
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := {sI(a, x, M, b)} ∩ ḣ

Ja.x←
Eve

MKi
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := {I(a, x, M)} ∩ ḣ

Jn : σKi
p := (n has type σ, ∅)

Ja k MKi
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := ∪{ E ′ | h `E

′
a M }

JM 4M ′Ki
p := (M is a subterm of M ′, ∅)

J¬φKi
p := (not vφ, ḣ \ Eφ) where JφKi

p = (vφ, Eφ)

Jφ ∧ φ′Ki
p := (vφ and vφ′ , Eφ ∪ Eφ′) where

JφKi
p = (vφ, Eφ) and

Jφ′Ki
p = (vφ′ , Eφ′)

J∀v(φ)Ki
p := (for all M ∈M, vM ,

S
M∈MEM ) where J

˘M
/v

¯
φKi

p = (vM , EM )

JPφKi
p := Jφ B �(Σ → (Σ 6⊇ φ))Ki

p

JKa(φ)Ki
p := (for all s, if p@0 −→∗ s and s ≈a p@i then s′ |=E′ φ′, E ′(s,φ))

where (s′, φ′) :=

(
(s, φ) if s = p@i, and

(L s Mp@i
a , L φ Mp@i

a ) otherwise.

Jφ ⊇ φ′Ki
p := (if vφ then vφ′ and Eφ′ ⊆ Eφ, Eφ) where

JφKi
p = (vφ, Eφ) and

Jφ′Ki
p = (vφ′ , Eφ′)

Jφ⊗ φ′Ki
p := (there is Q ∈ P and Q′ ∈ P s.t. P ≡ Q 9 Q′ and (Q, h) |=Eφ φ

and (Q′, h) |=Eφ′ φ′, Eφ ∪ Eφ′)

Jφ B φ′Ki
p := (for all (Q, h′) ∈ P ×H and h′′ ≡ h′ ◦ h, if (Q, h′) |=E′ φ then

(Q 9 P, h′′) |=E′′ φ′,
S
E ′′ ∪

S
E ′)

Jφ S φ′Ki
p := (there is k s.t. 0 ≤ k ≤ i and vk and for all j, if k < j ≤ i then vj ,S

j Ej ∪ Ek) where JφKj
p = (vj , Ej) and Jφ′Kk

p = (vk, Ek)

J©−φKi
p :=

(
JφKi−1

p if i > 0, and

(false, ∅) otherwise.

J©+ φKi
p :=

(
JφKi+1

p if i < |p| − 1, and

(false, ∅) otherwise.

Jφ U φ′Ki
p := (there is k s.t. i ≤ k and vk and for all j, if i ≤ j < k then vj ,S

j Ej ∪ Ek) where JφKj
p = (vj , Ej) and Jφ′Kk

p = (vk, Ek)
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of C3 [52]. Cryptographic parsing captures an agent’s capability to understand
the structure of a cryptographically obfuscated message. It allows the definition
of a cryptographically meaningful notion of epistemic accessibility via the inter-
mediate concept of structurally indistinguishable protocol histories. The idea is
to parse unintelligible messages to the abstract message �.

Definition 5 (Cryptographic parsing). The cryptographic parsing function
L · Mh

a associated with an agent a ∈ P and a protocol history h ∈ H (and comply-
ing with the assumptions of perfect cryptography) is an identity on names, the
abstract message, and public keys; and otherwise acts as defined in Table 3.

Table 3. Parsing on cryptographic messages

L dMe Mh
a :=

(
dL M Mh

ae if h |= a k M , and

� otherwise.

L {|M |}M′ Mh
a :=

(
{|L M Mh

a|}L M′ Mh
a

if h |= a k M ′, and

� otherwise.

L {|M |}+
p+ Mh

a :=

(
{|L M Mh

a|}+p+ if h |= a k p ∨ (a k M ∧ a k p+), and

� otherwise.

L {|M |}−p Mh
a :=

(
{|L M Mh

a|}−p if h |= a k p+, and

� otherwise.

L (M, M ′) Mh
a := (L M Mh

a, L M ′ Mh
a)

Definition 6 (Structurally indistinguishable protocol histories). Two
protocol histories h and h′ are structurally indistinguishable from the viewpoint
of an agent a, written h ≈a h′, :iff a observes the same event pattern and
the same data patterns in h and h′. Formally, for all h, h′ ∈ H, h ≈a h′ :iff
h ≈(h,h′)

a h′ where,

– given that a is a legitimate agent or the adversary Eve,

1. ε ≈(h,h′)
a ε

2.
hl ≈(h,h′)

a hr

hl · ε(a, n) ≈(h,h′)
a hr · ε(a, n)

3.
hl ≈(h,h′)

a hr

hl · ε(a,M) ≈(h,h′)
a hr · ε(a,M ′)

L M Mh
a = L M ′ Mh′

a

– given that a is a legitimate agent,
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4.
hl ≈(h,h′)

a hr

hl · ε(b) ≈(h,h′)
a hr

a 6= b
hl ≈(h,h′)

a hr

hl ≈(h,h′)
a hr · ε(b)

a 6= b

– given that a is the adversary Eve,

5.
hl ≈(h,h′)

Eve hr

hl · ε̂(b) ≈(h,h′)
Eve hr

Eve 6= b
hl ≈(h,h′)

Eve hr

hl ≈(h,h′)
Eve hr · ε̂(b)

Eve 6= b

6.
hl ≈(h,h′)

Eve hr

hl · I(b, x, M) ≈(h,h′)
Eve hr · I(b, x,M ′)

LM Mh
Eve = L M ′ Mh′

Eve

7.
hl ≈(h,h′)

Eve hr

hl · O(b, x, M, c) ≈(h,h′)
Eve hr · O(b, x,M ′, c)

LM Mh
Eve = LM ′ Mh′

Eve

Note that the observations at the different (past) stages hl and hr in h and h′

respectively must be made with the whole (present) knowledge of h and h′ (cf.
hl ≈(h,h′)

· hr). Learning new keys may render intelligible past messages to an
agent a in the present that were not to her before.

Remark 1. For all agents a including Eve, ≈a ⊆ H × H is (1) an equivalence
with an infinite index due to fresh-name generation, (2) not a right-congruence
due to the possibility of learning new keys, (3) a refinement on the projection
H|a of H onto a’s view [49], and (4) decidable.

We lift structural indistinguishability from protocol histories to protocol
states, i.e., tuples of a protocol term and a protocol history, and finally obtain
our relation of epistemic accessibility.

Definition 7 (Structurally indistinguishable protocol states). Let P1

and P2 denote two cryptographic processes, i.e., models of cryptographic pro-
tocols, of some set P. Then two protocol states (P1, h1) and (P2, h2) are struc-
turally indistinguishable from the viewpoint of an agent a, written (P1, h1) ≈a

(P2, h2), :iff h1 ≈a h2.

2.3 Discussion

In the terminology of relevant logics, both the spatial conditional B and the
epistemic conditional ⊇ are relevant (as opposed to the truth-functional material
conditional →) in the sense that information based on which the antecedent
is evaluated is relevant to the information based on which the consequent is
evaluated. In B, the relevant (and potential) information is represented by the
adjoint state (Q, h′). In ⊇, the relevant (and actual) information is represented
by the event subset Eφ′ .

As an example, consider (for relevance, the model part only mentions a pro-
tocol history)

ε · I(Eve,�, {|M |}k) |= Eve k k B Eve k M
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which states what primary knowledge, namely k, Eve requires to derive the
(secondary) knowledge M in the given model. In other words, if Eve knew k then
Eve would know M in the given model. This is a property of Eve′s cryptographic
knowledge w.r.t. its potentiality. (The addition of information potentially leads
to multiplication of knowledge.) In comparison, consider

ε · I(Eve,�, {|M |}k) · I(Eve,�, k) |= Eve k M ⊇ Eve k k

which states how Eve actually derives the secondary knowledge M from the
primary knowledge in the given model. In other words, if Eve knows M then
necessarily (but not necessarily only) because Eve knows k in the given model.
This is a property of Eve′s cryptographic knowledge w.r.t. its actuality. In con-
trast, consider (the tautology)

|= (Eve k {|M |}k ∧ Eve k k)→ Eve k M

which states a property of a cryptographic operation, namely encryption. We
believe that B and ⊇ are (perhaps the) two natural — and incidentally, relevant
— notions of implication for cryptographic knowledge.

A particularly interesting use of the spatial and the epistemic conditional is
the definition of a cryptographically meaningful notion of permission (cf. Table 2)
and prohibition (cf. Appendix B). Our definition says that it is permitted that
φ is true if and only if if φ were true then whenever a state of violation would
be reached, it would not be due to φ being true. This (reductionistic) notion of
permission is inspired by [58, Page 9] where a notion of prohibition is defined in
the framework of dynamic logic. The authors resume their basic idea as “. . . some
action is forbidden if doing the action leads to a state of violation.” Observe that
[58] construe a notion of prohibition based on actions, whereas we construe a
notion of permission based on propositions. We recall that the motivation of
reductionistic approaches to (standard) deontic logic (SDL) is the existence of
weak paradoxes in SDL. That is, SDL actually contains true statements that are
counter to the normative intuition it was originally intended to capture.

In SDL permission, prohibition, and obligation are interdefinable, whereas in
CPL only permission and prohibition are. In fact, there is no notion of obligation
in CPL because (faulty) cryptographic protocols create a context with conflicting
obligations whose treatment would require machinery from defeasible deontic
logic [59]. Consider that it must be obligatory that (1) a state of violation be
never reached during protocol execution, and (2) agents always comply with
protocol prescription. These two obligations are obviously conflicting in a context
created by the execution of a faulty protocol, which by definition does reach a
state of violation.

Our semantics for the epistemic modality reconciles the cryptographically
intuitive but incomplete semantics from [60] with the complete (but less com-
putational), renaming semantics from [61]. We achieve this by casting the cryp-
tographic intuition from [60] in a simple (rule-based) and computational formu-
lation of epistemic accessibility. Similarly to [60], we parse unintelligible data in
an agent’s a individual knowledge M into abstract messages �. In addition, and
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inspired by [62, 61], we parse unintelligible data in an agent’s a propositional
knowledge Ka(φ). Thanks to this additional parsing, our epistemic modality
avoids weak paradoxes that, like in SDL, exist in standard epistemic logic (SEL).
These paradoxes are due to epistemic necessitation, i.e., the fact that an agent
a knows all logical truths such as ∃v({|M |}k = {|v|}k). To illustrate, consider the
following simple example. Let P ∈ P and M ∈M. Then paradoxically (P, ε) |=
Ka(∃v({|M |}k = {|v|}k)) “in” SEL but truthfully (P, ε) 6|= Ka(∃v({|M |}k = {|v|}k))
in CPL because |= ¬∃v(� = {|v|}k) (cf. “otherwise”-clause in the truth denota-
tion of Ka(φ) in Table 2). For further discussion see [62]. Note that our truth
condition for the epistemic modality is an enhancement of the one from [62, 61]
in the sense that we are able to eliminate one universal quantifier (the one over
renamings) thanks to the employment of cryptographic parsing. Further note
that our epistemic modality does capture knowledge, i.e., |= Ka(φ)→ φ, due to
the reflexivity of its associated accessibility relation.

3 Conclusion

We believe having accomplished with CPL an original synthesis of an unprece-
dented variety of logical concepts that are relevant to the logical modelling of
cryptographic communication. In particular, we have (1) defined a cryptographi-
cally meaningful (in the sense of Dolev-Yao for the moment) epistemic modality,
(2) invented a cryptographically interesting epistemic conditional, (3) pioneered
the application of spatial logic to cryptographic concerns, and (4) shown that
cryptographically meaningful deontic modalities are definable with a combina-
tion of epistemic and spatial conditional. At present, we are extending CPL with
a notion of probabilistic polynomial-time computation in order to accommodate
CPL to modern cryptography. Further, in case first-order CPL should not suf-
fice for some applications, it would be trivial to extend CPL to the second-order.
Just allow (unquoted) message types (denoting sets of messages) as messages,
and quantification may range over second-order entities (sets). Finally, a proof
system for CPL is also one of our a desiderata. Fortunately, axiomatisations of
each one of CPL’s operators except the epistemic conditional exist, which al-
most reduces the task of defining such a proof system to finding the laws that
correctly axiomatise the mixing of operators.

Acknowledgement I would like to thank Mika Cohen for our stimulating discus-
sions about crypto logics and his constructive criticism of this paper.
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A Auxiliary definitions

Table 4. Derivation of individual knowledge

Data extraction

h · ε(a, M) `{ε(a,M)}
a (a, M)

h `Ea M

h · ε `Ea M

Data synthesis Data analysis

h `Ea M h `E
′

a M ′

h `E∪E′
a (M, M ′)

h `Ea (M, M ′)

h `Ea M

h `Ea (M, M ′)

h `Ea M ′

h `Ea p

h `Ea p+

h `Ea M

h `Ea dMe

h `Ea M h `E
′

a M ′

h `E∪E′
a {|M |}M′

h `Ea {|M |}M′ h `E
′

a M ′

h `E∪E′
a M

h `Ea M h `E
′

a p+

h `E∪E′
a {|M |}+

p+

h `Ea {|M |}+p+ h `E
′

a p

h `E∪E′
a M

h `Ea M h `E
′

a p

h `E∪E′
a {|M |}−p

h `Ea {|M |}−p h `E
′

a p+

h `E∪E′
a M

B Specification library

Classical propositional and first-order operators
> := Eve : A true

⊥ := ¬> false

φ ∨ φ′ := ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬φ′) φ or φ′

φ | φ′ := (φ ∨ φ′) ∧ ¬(φ ∧ φ′) φ exclusive or φ′

φ→ φ′ := ¬φ ∨ φ′ if φ then φ′

φ↔ φ′ := (φ→ φ′) ∧ (φ′ → φ) φ if and only if φ′

∃v(φ) := ¬∀v(¬φ) there is v s.t. φ

∀(v : θ)(φ) := ∀v(v : θ → φ)

∃(v : θ)(φ) := ∃v(v : θ ∧ φ)

Modal operators
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Fφ := ¬Pφ it is forbidden that φ

φ ≡ φ′ := (φ ⊇ φ′) ∧ (φ′ ⊇ φ) φ is epistemically equivalent to φ′

φ⊕ φ′ := ¬(¬φ⊗ ¬φ′) φ disjunctively separates φ′

�φ := φ⊕⊥ everywhere φ

�φ := ¬�¬φ somewhere φ

φ′ I φ := ¬(φ′ B ¬φ) assert φ′ guarantee φ

�φ := φ S⊥ so far φ

�−φ := ¬� ¬φ once φ

1.φ := φ ∧ ¬©− �−φ for the first time φ

�φ := φ U⊥ henceforth φ

�φ := ¬� ¬φ eventually φ

φ ≤ φ′ := (φ ∧ �φ′) ∨ (φ′ ∧ �−φ) φ before φ′

φ φ′ := (φ↔ �φ
′) ∧ (φ′ ↔ �−φ) φ is being correlated with φ′

Relational symbols

F = F ′ := F 4 F ′ ∧ F ′ 4 F F is equal to F ′

F ≺ F ′ := F = F ′ ∧ ¬F 4 F ′ F is a strict subterm of F ′

F newTo a := 1.(a k F ) F is new to a

a h F := ∃v(F 4 v ∧ a k v) a has/possesses F

a tk F := a h F ∧ ¬ a k F a tacitly knows F

F : ∅ := ⊥
F : H[θ] := ∃(v : θ)(F = dve)
F : SCF ′ [θ] := ∃(v : θ)(F = {|v|}F ′)

F : ACp+ [θ] := ∃(v : θ)(F = {|v|}+
p+)

F : Sp[θ] := ∃(v : θ)(F = {|v|}−p )

F : T[θ, θ′] := ∃(v : θ)∃(v′ : θ′)(F = (v, v′))

F : θ ∪ θ′ := F : θ ∨ F : θ′

F : θ ∩ θ′ := F : θ ∧ F : θ′

F : θ \ θ′ := F : θ ∧ ¬F : θ′

F : M := >
F : SC[θ] := ∃v(F : SCv[θ])

F : AC[θ] := ∃(v : K+)(F : ACv[θ])

F : C[θ] := F : SC[θ] ∪ AC[θ]

F : S[θ] := ∃(v : K−)(F : Sv[θ])

θ v θ′ := ∀(v : θ)(v : θ′) θ is a subtype of θ′

θ = θ′ := θ v θ′ ∧ θ′ v θ

θ @ θ′ := θ v θ′ ∧ θ′ 6= θ

F K F ′ := ∃v({|v|}F 4 F ′)

p+ K+ F := ∃v({|v|}+
p+ 4 F )
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p K− F := ∃v({|v|}−p 4 F )

F K∗ F ′ := F K F ′ ∨ F K+ F ′ ∨ F K− F ′ F is operational in F ′

F J F ′ := ∃v∃v′(F 4 v ∧ {|v|}v′ 4 F ′)

F J+ F ′ := ∃v∃(p+ : K+)(F 4 v ∧ {|v|}+
p+ 4 F ′)

F J− F ′ := ∃v∃(p : K−)(F 4 v ∧ {|v|}−p 4 F ′)

F J∗ F ′ := F J F ′ ∨ F J+ F ′ ∨ F J− F ′ F is guarded in F ′

k sk a := ∃b∃x∃o(b.x � k.o ∧ a 4 o) k is a symmetric key for a

k sk1 a := k sk a ∧ k : K1 k is a session/short-term key for a

k sk∞ a := k sk a ∧ k : K∞ k is a long-term key for a

n prk a := ∃b∃x(b.x � n.a) p is a private key for a

n puk a := ∃v(v+ = n ∧ v prk a) n is a public key for a

n ck a := n sk a ∨ n prk a n is a confidential key for a

C Timed Cryptographic Protocol Logic

C.1 Introduction

The formal modelling, specification, and verification of general-purpose timed
systems has received considerable attention from the formal methods commu-
nity since the end of the nineteen-eighties. See [63] for a survey of timed models
(automata, Petri nets), model- and property-based specification languages (pro-
cess calculi, resp. logics), and verification tools; and [64] for a survey of timed
property-based specification languages (logics).

However, the formal methods community has paid comparatively little, and
only recent (since the end of the nineteen-nineties), attention to the timed as-
pects of cryptographic systems, e.g., cryptographic protocols, which due to their
complexity deserve special-purpose models, and formalisms for their specification
and verification.

We are aware of the following special-purpose formalisms for timed cryp-
tographic protocols. Model-based formalisms (process calculi): [65], [66], [67]
with discrete time; [68], [69], and our own contribution [53] with dense time.
Property-based formalisms (logics): interval -based [70]; time-parametrised epis-
temic modalities [71] and a third-order logic [69] both point-based, and our
hereby presented logic tCPL allowing for both temporal points and intervals.

Clearly, “[d]ense-time models are better for distributed systems with multi-
ple clocks and timers, which can be tested, set, and reset independently.” [63].
Specifically in cryptographic systems [72], “[c]locks can become unsynchronized
due to sabotage on or faults in the clocks or the synchronization mechanism,
such as overflows and the dependence on potentially unreliable clocks on remote
sites [. . .]”. Moreover [72], “[e]rroneous behaviors are generally expected during
clock failures [. . .]”.

Timed logics can be classified w.r.t. their order and the nature of their tem-
poral domain. Order: propositional logic is simply too weak for specification pur-
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poses13; modal logics provide powerful abstractions for specification purposes,
but are still not expressive enough (cf. main part of this report); higher-order
logics are too expressive at the cost of axiomatic and computational incomplete-
ness14; finally “[f]irst-order logics seem a good compromise between expressive-
ness and computability, since they are [axiomatically] complete in general.” [63].
Core CPL is a poly-dimensional modal (norms, knowledge, space, qualitative
time) first-order logic (cf. main part of this report).

Temporal domain: core CPL can be instantiated with a transitive, irreflexive,
linear and bounded in the past, possibly branching (but a priori flattened) and
unbounded (depending on the protocol) in the future, discrete (event-induced
protocol states)15 temporal accessibility relation [52]. tCPL can be instantiated
with a temporal accessibility relation that additionally accounts for quantitative
time [53]. That is, time is (1) rational-number16 valued (yielding a dense tem-
poral grain); (2) referenced explicitly (the truth of a timed formula does not
depend on its evaluation time), but implicit-time operators are macro-definable
(see below); (3) measured with potentially drifting local clocks (one per agent),
where the (standard Dolev-Yao) adversary’s local clock has drift rate 1; (4) ad-
vanced monotonically by letting the adversary choose the amount by which she
desires to increase her local clock (de facto de system clock)17; and (5) determi-
nant for adversarial break of short-term keys, enabled jointly by key expiration
and ciphertext-only attacks (the weakest reasonable attack).

The following section describes the extension of CPL to tCPL. The extension
depends on the core described in the main part of this report (the reader is urged
to consult it) and parallels the extension from C3 [52] to tC3 [53].

C.2 Extension

tCPL is an Occham’s-razor extension of core CPL. We subscribe to Lamport’s
claim that adding real-time to an untimed formalism is really simple [73]. The
special-purpose machinery for timed (including cryptographic) settings need not
be built from scratch nor be heavy-weight.

The temporal accessibility relation from [53] generates events S(a, x, t) for
the setting of a’s local clock to clock value t by a in session x. By convention,
these events are unobservable by the adversary, i.e., they are secure.

13 but is good for fully-automated, approximative verification
14 but are good as logical frameworks
15 carrying the current process term and the history of past protocol events: “[. . . ]

neither pure state-based nor pure event-based languages quite support the natural
expressiveness desirable for the specification of real-world systems [. . . ]” [63]

16 consider that protocol messages have finite length, which implies that real numbers
(e.g., time stamps) are not transmittable as such, and that real clocks only have
finite precision

17 this amounts to a natural generalisation of the adversary’s scheduling power from
the control of the (relative) temporal order of protocol events in the network (space)
to the control of their (absolute) temporal issuing (time)
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1. addition of two new relational symbols ≤ and @ forming atomic formulae
E ≤ E′ and E@a for the comparison of temporal expressions E ::= t

∣∣ E +
E

∣∣ E −E where t ∈ T V := Q ∪ {∞,−∞} (time values with the associated
sort TV and transmittable as messages); and the testing of agent a’s local
clock with time E, respectively. Their truth denotation is as follows:

JE ≤ E′Ki
p := (JEK is smaller than or equal to JE′K, ∅)

where J·K denotes the obvious evaluation function from temporal expressions
to time values (not to be confused with the function of truth denotation
J·Ki

p); and

JE@aKi
p := (JEK = t + δa ·∆, {S(a, x, t), S(Eve,�, ti)})

where
– t denotes the time value of a’s last clock-set event in h, i.e., there are

h1, h2, x s.t. h = h1 ·S(a, x, t)◦h2 and there is no x′, t′ s.t. S(a, x′, t′) ∈ ḣ2

– δa ∈ T V denotes the drift rate of a’s local clock
– ∆ denotes the temporal difference between Eve’s last clock-set event

before S(a, x, t) and Eve’s last clock-set event so far in h, i.e., ∆ =
t2 − t1 if for i ∈ {1, 2} there are hi′ , h

′′
i , ti s.t.

hi = h′i · S(Eve,�, ti) ◦ h′′i and there is no t′i s.t.
S(Eve,�, t′i) ∈ ḣ′′i , and

0 otherwise.
2. refinement (i.e., one new parameter) of the relational symbol for new-name

generation � with a validity tag V of the form (tb, te) for the declaration
of the intended beginning (tb ∈ T V) and end (te ∈ T V) of validity of the
generated name (typically a key). Its truth denotation is the following:

Ja.x � n.( V ,O)Ki
p := (E 6= ∅, E) where E := {N(a, x, n, ( V ,O))} ∩ ḣ

3. refinement (i.e., adding of one new rule) of the relation of data derivation
`Ea⊆ H×M in the semantics of the relational symbol k for individual knowl-
edge with adversarial break of short-term keys (k) enabled jointly by key
expiration (expired(k)) and the existence of a ciphertext-only attack on the
key (h′ `EEve {|M |}k):

h′ `EEve {|M |}k
h `EEve k

h′ is a prefix of h, and there is t ∈ T V s.t.
h′ |= t@Eve and
h |= expired(k) ∧
∃tv(tv validityOf k ∧ ∃tn(tn@Eve ∧ tv < tn − t))

where tv denotes the duration of validity of the considered key (i.e., the
strength18 of the key), and tn−t the duration of the attack on the considered

18 corresponding to its length in a bit-string representation
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key (i.e., the time during which the corresponding ciphertext has been known
to the adversary)19; and

expired(k) := ∃tn(tn@Eve ∧ ∃te(k validUntil te ∧ te < tn))
k validUntil te := ∃tb(k validBetween (tb, te))

k validBetween (tb, te) := ∃a∃x∃o(a.x � k.(o, (tb, te)))
tv validityOf k := k validBetween (tb, te) ∧ te − tb = tv

4. refinement (i.e., one new conjunct) of the state of violation Σ with key ex-
piration in the definition of the permission operator:

Σ := ∃(k : CK)(Eve k k ∧ ¬ k ck Eve ∧ ¬expired(k) )

C.3 Expressiveness

Macro-definability of operators from general-purpose timed logics:

– point-parametrised temporal modalities (so-called freeze quantifiers):

�t(φ) := �(t@Eve→ φ) ♦t(φ) := ¬�t(¬φ)

– interval -parametrised temporal modalities with an:
• absolute-time understanding of (closed)20 intervals [t1, t2]:

�a
[t1,t2]

(φ) := ∀t(t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 → �t(φ)) ♦a
[t1,t2]

(φ) := ¬�a
[t1,t2]

(¬φ)

• understanding of intervals that is relative to the current time t@Eve:

�r
[t1,t2]

(φ) := ∀t(t@Eve→ �a
[t+t1,t+t2]

(φ))
♦r

[t1,t2]
(φ) := ∀t(t@Eve→ ¬�a

[t+t1,t+t2]
(¬φ))

The cryptographic states of affairs involving qualitative temporal modalities
from Section 2.1 can easily be adapted to the quantitative setting by replacing
the qualitative temporal modalities by the above quantitative ones with actual
time values (points and/or intervals) as desired.

Two more cryptographic states of affairs involving quantitative time:

– secrecy (at some point of time) of a possibly timed, confidential key k:

(k : CK ∧ Eve k k ∧ ¬ k ck Eve)→ expired(k)

– successful ciphertext-only attack (break of a good key) k:

∃m(m : SCk[M] ∪ Sk[M] ∧ Eve k m ∧ ¬expired(k) ∧ Eve k k ≡ Eve k m)

Notice that ≡ is the epistemic bi-conditional; it says that the evidence re-
quired for Eve to know k is exactly (cf. ‘bi-’) the ciphertext m. This key
break based on the knowledge of a single ciphertext (m) can easily be gener-
alised to key break based on multiple ciphertexts (m1, . . . ,mn) by multiple
existential quantification.

19 and during which the adversary has potentially been attacking — i.e., performing
computations on — the ciphertext in order to recover the desired key

20 and similarly for open intervals
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D Probabilistic Polynomial-time Cryptographic Protocol
Logic

D.1 Introduction

This appendix presents an Ockham’s razor extension of core CPL (cf. main part
of this paper) with a notion of probabilistic polynomial-time (PP) computation.
We hope to convince the reader that adding a notion of PP-computation to
a (property-based) formalism for cryptography can be simple and conceived
through a refinement of the Dolev-Yao conception of cryptographic operators.
The special-purpose machinery for PP (as for real time [73], [53, 74]) need not
be built from scratch nor be heavy-weight. The style of our presentation of
concepts is alternative to the traditional style, which is operational and based
on interactive (Turing) machines. In contrast, our style is logical and based on
linguistic abstractions for cryptographic constructions.

We are aware of the following existing formalisms for the specification and
verification of cryptographic constructions. Property-based: [7, 75, 76] in the tra-
dition of (first-order) dynamic — more precisely, mono-dimensional (i.e., quali-
tative time) poly-modal (action parameters) — logic, with satisfaction and de-
duction relations, and originally conceived for cryptographic protocols; and [34]
a higher -order logic, deduction-based, and originally conceived for cryptographic
operators. Model-based: [14] a process algebra (equivalence-based specification
and verification). In contrast, ppCPL is in the tradition of (first-order21) temporal
— more precisely, poly-dimensional (i.e., norms, knowledge, space, qualitative
and possibly quantitative time [74]) mono-modal — logic, (for the moment still)
satisfaction-based, and originally conceived for cryptographic protocols but here
extended to encompass cryptographic operators to some extent.

Symbolic logic We qualify a logic as symbolic22 when its language allows quan-
tification over individuals that are represented as syntactic terms formed with
term constructors (i.e., functional symbols). In this sense, CPL is symbolic; its
language allows quantification over individuals, i.e., protocol messages, repre-
sented as message terms.

Core CPL (cf. main part of this paper) can further be qualified as abstract
(in the sense of Dolev-Yao) because message terms are not interpreted as bit-
strings. In contrast, ppCPL is concrete (in the sense of PP-computation) because
message terms are interpreted as bit-strings. More precisely, in ppCPL mes-
sage terms are denoted to probability distributions of bit-strings by interpreting
logical constants as bit-strings and functional symbols as possibly probabilistic
algorithms on bit-strings.

Furthermore, core CPL can be qualified as positive about truth and knowledge
because false positives, i.e., false statements wrongly established as true, and false
belief respectively, are impossible. In contrast, ppCPL is probabilistic about truth
21 higher-order logics are too expressive at the cost of axiomatic incompleteness
22 traditional usage of the term is philosophical and not standardised
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and knowledge because false positives are, w.r.t. truth, possible (though only)
with negligible probability, and w.r.t. knowledge, (im)probable with variable
degrees of support.

Finally, we highlight that in the language of ppCPL probability is implicit
except for belief where it parametrises the (new) doxastic modality. In particular,
there is no likelihood operator (cf. [77]) in ppCPL. The reason is that in modern
cryptography truth must be established with overwhelming probability, whereas
belief of a human being may be established with possibly non-overwhelming
degrees of support. Philosophically speaking (cf. Rudolf Carnap), probability can
be an (epistemological) measure of our (subjective) belief of states of affairs as
well as an (ontological) measure of their (objective) possibility. The refinement
of the doxastic modality with probability allows the expression of degrees of
certitude that an agent may experience w.r.t. her apprehension of cryptographic
states of affairs.

Probability theory A fundamental concept of probability theory is the one
of a probabilistic experiment characterised by the indeterminacy of its outcome,
i.e., its entropy. The fact that such experiments are probabilistic implies that
they are stateful, i.e., they represent states (with an inherent potential future) of
the considered model, and their execution means probabilistic state transition.
A priori, an experimenter, i.e., a human being about to experience the consid-
ered experiment, typically has an uncertainty about the actual outcome of the
experiment, and makes a hypothesis about its expected outcome. A posteriori,
the experimenter typically makes an epistemic error about the actual outcome
of the experiment w.r.t. the hypothesis made a priori.

In ppCPL, exactly two kinds of probabilistic experiments are relevant, namely
process reduction, i.e., protocol execution, (cf. Table 5) and message denotation,
i.e., message evaluation, (cf. Table 6).

Table 5. Probabilistic process reduction

Probability theory CPL

sample space P ×H
variable (experiment) X protocol state (P, h)

atomic event transition (P, h) −→ (P ′, h′)
possible value (outcome) of X (P ′, h′) s.t. (P, h) −→ (P ′, h′)
probability distribution P(X) { ((P ′, h′), p) | (P, h) −→ (P ′, h′) and p ∈]0, 1] }

such that Σp∈P((P,h))p = 1

hypothesis h about outcome proposition φ
hypothesis H about outcome { (P ′, h′) | (P, h) −→ (P ′, h′) |= φ }

In Table 5, P denotes the set of process terms (protocol models) P (the
potential future), H the set of protocol histories h (a finite word of past protocol
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events23 ε, e.g., message output or input and new-key/-nonce generation), −→
the relation of process reduction (modelling interleaving concurrency of protocol
events), and |= CPL’s relation of satisfaction. Note that interleaving concurrency
implies that atomic events are mutually exclusive and independent within each
branching. Applying the principle of indifference, we fix P(s) to the uniform
distribution for all s ∈ P ×H.

In Table 6, M denotes the set of message terms and J·K the function of
message denotation.

Table 6. Probabilistic message denotation

Probability theory CPL

sample space {0, 1}∗
variable (experiment) X message term M ∈M

atomic event JMK = s where J·K ⊆M× {0, 1}∗
possible value (outcome) of X s ∈ {0, 1}∗ s.t. s = JMK
probability distribution P(X) { (s, p) | s = JMK and p ∈]0, 1] }

such that Σp∈P(M)p = 1

hypothesis h about outcome JMK = s
hypothesis H about outcome { s | s = JMK }

Probabilistic polynomial-time cryptography The distinguishing features
of probabilistic polynomial-time cryptography are that (1) key and signature
generation, and encryption are probabilistic (or randomised); (2) the execution
time of the operations under Item 1 and decryption are polynomially bounded
in a security parameter (the length of the key) used for key generation; (3)
adversaries are PP Turing machines with oracle access; and (4) oracles are PP
Turing machines.

D.2 Extension

This section describes the extension of CPL to ppCPL. The extension depends
on the core described in the main part of this report (the reader is urged to
consult it).

Syntax The syntactic novelties are the following:

1. logical constants (atomic message terms): refinement of the abstract message
�l with a length indication l ∈ N; addition of bit-strings s ::= 0

∣∣ 1 ∣∣ s • s
and of probability values q ∈ PV := [0, 1] ∩Q with the associated sort PV

23 not to be confused with the concept of atomic events from probability theory
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2. functional symbols: refinement of hashes dMeHA, symmetric [M ]SEA
M ′ and

asymmetric [M ]AEA
p+ encryptions, and signatures ]M [SA

p with a parameter
HA ∈ {SHA1, MD5, . . .}, SEA ∈ {DES(MOO), AES(MOO), . . .}, AEA ∈ {RSA,
Elgamal, . . .}, resp. SA ∈ {RSA, Elgamal, . . .} for the name of the employed
algorithm. MOO ∈ {ECB, CBC, CFB, OFB, . . .} is a parameter for the name of
the employed mode of operation of a block cipher.

3. relational symbols:
(a) refinement of the predicate a.x

ι
�

NGA
n.O for new-name generation with a

security parameter ι ∈ N, and a parameter NGA ::= SEA
∣∣ AEA

∣∣ SA
for the name of the employed generation algorithm

(b) addition of a binary symbol ≤ for the comparison of probability values
(actually the same as for the comparison of time values, cf. Appendix C)

4. logical operators: addition of a modality Bq
a for belief with error control q,

where q is the probability for agent a not to err in her apprehension of the
truth of the considered proposition (say φ), written Bq

a(φ)

Semantics The principal semantic novelties are the following:

1. (backwards-compatible) refinement of temporal accessibility simpliciter to
PP temporal accessibility: addition of denotation events D(a,M, s,ALGO)
stating that agent a denoted the message term M to the string s ∈ {0, 1}∗
by application of the algorithm ALGO ::= NGA

∣∣ �, where ALGO ∈ NGA
if M is a name and ALGO = � otherwise

2. refinement of individual knowledge simpliciter to PP individual knowledge
(cf. Table 7) relying on (stateful) PP message denotation:

JMKh
a :=

{
choose s s.t. D(a, n, s,NGA) ∈ ḣ or else n if M = n, and
choose s s.t. there is p s.t. (s, p) ∈ P(M ′) otherwise.

where M ′ :=
⋃

n∈names(M)

{JnKh
a/n

}
M denotes the message that results from

the substitution of all names n in M with the corresponding denotations
JnKh

a. (The act of choosing s could be made strictly formal with Hilbert’s
choice operator [78].)

3. let

Ka(p, i) := { s | p@0 −→∗ s and s ≈a p@i }
Ba(p, i) := { s | p@0 −→∗ s and s ≈a p@i and

there is a polynomial p : N→ N s.t. |s| ≤ p(|p@i|) }
|(P, h)| := |ḣ|

(a) refinement of propositional knowledge simpliciter

JKa(φ)Ki
p := (for all s, if s ∈ Ka(p, i) then s′ |=E′ φ′, E ′(s,φ))

where (s′, φ′) :=

{
(s, φ) if s = p@i, and
(L s Mp@i

a , L φ Mp@i
a ) otherwise.
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Table 7. PP derivation of individual knowledge

Random coin tossing

h `(∅,1)
a 0 h `(∅,1)

a 1

Input data extraction

h · ε(a, M) `({ε(a,M)},0)
a (a, M)

h `(E,r)
a M

h · ε `(E,r)
a M

Data synthesis Data analysis

h `(E,r)
a M h `(E′,r′)

a M ′

h `(E∪E′,r+r′)
a (M, M ′)

h `(E,r)
a (M, M ′)

h `(E,r)
a M

h `(E,r)
a (M, M ′)

h `(E,r)
a M ′

h `(E,r)
a p

h `(E,r)
a p+

h `(E,r)
a M

h `(E,r)
a dMe

h `(E,r)
a M h `(E′,r′)

a M ′

h `(E∪E′,r+r′)
a [M ]M′

h `(E,r)
a [M ]M′ h `(E′,r′)

a M ′

h `(E∪E′,r+r′)
a M

h `(E,r)
a M h `(E′,r′)

a p+

h `(E∪E′,r+r′)
a [M ]p+

h `(E,r)
a [M ]p+ h `(E′,r′)

a p

h `(E∪E′,r+r′)
a M

h `(E,r)
a M h `(E′,r′)

a p

h `(E∪E′,r+r′)
a ]M [p

h `(E,r)
a ]M [p h `(E′,r′)

a p+

h `(E∪E′,r+r′)
a M

Data concretisation Data abstraction

h `(E,r)
a M

h `(E,r)
a s

s = JMKh
a

h `(E,r)
a s

h `(E,r)
a M

JMKh
a = s

PP-abstraction

h `(E,r)
a M

h `Ea M
there is a polynomial p : N→ N s.t. r ≤ p(Σε(a,M)∈E |J(a, M)Kh

a|)
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to PP propositional knowledge

JKa(φ)Ki
p := (for all s, if s ∈ Ka(p, i)

then s′ |=E′ φ′ and there is a polynomial
p : N→ N s.t. |s| ≤ p(|p@i|), E ′(s,φ))

where (s′, φ′) :=

{
(s, φ) if s = p@i, and
(L s Mp@i

a , L φ Mp@i
a ) otherwise.

(b) addition of believe with error control q ∈ PV

JBq
a(φ)Ki

p := (q = |Ba(p,i)|
|Ka(p,i)| and

for all s, if s ∈ Ba(p, i) then s′ |=E′ φ′, E ′(s,φ))

where (s′, φ′) :=

{
(s, φ) if s = p@i, and
(L s Mp@i

a , Lφ Mp@i
a ) otherwise.

4. redefinition of the state of violation with the desired kind(s) of breaks (i.e.,
successful attacks) of cryptographic schemes as formalised in the next section

D.3 Case studies

We illustrate the expressiveness of ppCPL on tentative formalisation case stud-
ies of fundamental and applied concepts. Fundamental concepts: (1) one-way
function, (2) hard-core predicate, (3) computational indistinguishability, (4) (n-
party) interactive proof, and (5) (n-prover) zero-knowledge. Applied concepts:
(1) security of encryption schemes, (2) unforgeability of signature schemes, (3)
attacks on encryption schemes, (4) attacks on signature schemes, and (5) breaks
of signature schemes.

Note that in core CPL we focused on cryptographic protocols and their re-
quirements, but here (in ppCPL) we focus on cryptographic operators and their
attacks and breaks. Naturally, properties of operators take the form of tautolo-
gies, i.e., propositions that hold in any (protocol) model. Our formalisations
illustrate the dramatic expressive power that results from the combined use of
epistemic and spatial operators.

Fundamental concepts This section is in the spirit of [4].

Definition 8 (Random propositional guessing).

RGa(φ) := ¬∃(q : PV)(
1
2

< q ∧ Bq
a(φ))

Definition 9 (Hard proposition). A proposition φ is hard :iff in any model,
any agent can only guess the truth of φ. That is, RGa(φ) is a tautology.

|= RGa(φ)
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We generalise the concept of a hard proposition (a closed formula) to the
concept of a hard predicate (an open formula).

Definition 10 (Hard predicate). An n-ary predicate φ(M1, . . . ,Mn) is hard
on M1, . . . ,Mn satisfying the (n + 1-ary) predicate ϕ(M1, . . . ,Mn, a) :iff in any
model, if ϕ(M1, . . . ,Mn, a) then any a can only randomly guess the truth of
φ(M1, . . . ,Mn).

|= ϕ(M1, . . . ,Mn, a)→ RGa(φ(M1, . . . ,Mn))

Formalisation 1 (One-way function)

“[. . .] a function that is easy to compute but hard to invert.” [4, Page 32]

Ease of computation |= a k M → a k f(M)
Hardness of invertibility f−1(M ′) = M is hard on M and M ′ satisfying

f(M) = M ′ ∧ ¬ a k M .

y

Notice that the standard definition of one-way functions only requires the op-
erator f to be computable in deterministic polynomial-time, whereas the satis-
fiability of a k f(M) may be computable only in probabilistic polynomial-time
(cf. Table 7). We could easily provide a deterministic variant of k by simply
disallowing random coin tossing. Further, observe that our definition implies
that cryptographic operators are common knowledge among agents. In order to
express (individual) knowledge of operators, we would need quantification over
functional symbols, which would make our logic higher-order.

Formalisation 2 (Hard-core predicate)

“[. . .] a polynomial-time predicate b is called a hard-core of a function f if every
efficient algorithm, given f(x), can guess b(x) with success probability that is
only negligibly better than one-half.” [4, Page 64]

Let φ(M) be computable in polynomial-time. Then φ(M) is a hard-core of a
function f :iff φ(M) is hard on M satisfying a k f(M) ∧ ¬ a k M .

y

Notice that we identify agents with feasible algorithms!

Formalisation 3 (Computational indistinguishability)

“Objects are considered to be computationally equivalent if they cannot be differ-
entiated by any efficient procedure.” [4, Page 103]

M and M ′ are computationally indistinguishable :iff ¬(M = M ′) is hard on M
and M ′ satisfying ¬(M = M ′). y
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Definition 11 (Individual evidence and proof).

M necessaryEvidenceFor φ := ∀a(Ka(φ) B (Ka(φ) ⊇ a k M))
M sufficientEvidenceFor φ := ∀a(Ka(φ) B (a k M ⊇ Ka(φ)))

M strictEvidenceFor φ := M necessaryEvidenceFor φ ∧
M sufficientEvidenceFor φ

M evidenceFor φ := M necessaryEvidenceFor φ ∨
M sufficientEvidenceFor φ

M necessaryProofFor φ := ∀a(a k M B (Ka(φ) ⊇ a k M))
M sufficientProofFor φ := ∀a(a k M B (a k M ⊇ Ka(φ)))

M strictProofFor φ := M necessaryProofFor φ ∧
M sufficientProofFor φ

M proofFor φ := M necessaryProofFor φ ∨
M sufficientProofFor φ

Conjecture 1.

1. |= M necessaryProofFor φ→M necessaryEvidenceFor φ
2. |= M sufficientProofFor φ→M sufficientEvidenceFor φ
3. |= M strictProofFor φ↔M strictEvidenceFor φ

Formalisation 4 (2-party interactive proof)

“A 2-party interactive proof (or 2-party computation or 2-party protocol) M
between agents a and b (initiated by a) for a proposition φ (protocol goal) is a
(possibly minimal) finite chain M = (M0, . . . ,Mn) of messages s.t. (1) Mn is a
proof of φ for a, and (2) for all consecutive pairs (Mi,Mj) in M , Mj derives
from Mi due to communication between a and b.” [author’s formulation]

M ::= (M,�)
∣∣ (M,M)

I ::= �
∣∣ M

M ′ commConsOf(a,b) M := a k M ∧ (b k M ′ ⊇ a k M)

M iProofFor(a,b) φ := M iProofFora(a,b) φ

(M,�) iProofForc(a,b) φ := c k M ∧M proofFor φ

(M, (M ′, I)) iProofForc(a,b) φ := M ′ commConsOf(a,b) M ∧
(M ′, I) iProofForc(b,a) φ

y

Conjecture 2 (Characteristics of interactive proofs). For “certain” φ,

Soundness |= ¬φ→ ¬∃m(m iProofFor(a,b) φ)
Completeness |= φ→ ∃m(m iProofFor(a,b) φ)
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Definition 12 (Interactive propositional knowledge).

IK(a,b)(φ) := ∃m(m iProofFor(a,b) (φ))

Formalisation 5 (Proof of knowledge)

“[. . .] [interactive] proofs in which the prover asserts “knowledge” of some object
[. . .] and not merely its existence [. . .]” [4, Page 262]

a pokb M := IK(a,b)(b k M)

y

Formalisation 6 (Zero-Knowledge)

“Zero-knowledge proofs are defined as those [interactive] proofs that convey no
additional knowledge other than the correctness of the proposition [φ] in ques-
tion.” [79]

ZK(a,b)(φ) := IK(a,b)(Ka(∃m′(Kb(m
′ proofFor φ))) ∧

¬∃m′′(Ka(Kb(m
′′ evidenceFor φ))))

y

Spelled out, a (the verifier) knows through interaction with b (the prover) that b
knows a proof (m′) for the proposition φ, however a does not know that proof nor
any evidence (m′′) that could corroborate the truth of φ. Observe the importance
of the scope of the existential quantifiers. Philosophically speaking, a has pure
propositional knowledge of φ, i.e., a has zero individual knowledge relevant to
the truth of φ. In Goldreich’s words, it is “as if [the verifier] was told by a trusted
party that the assertion holds” [80, Page 39].

Standard zero-knowledge, i.e., zero-knowledge w.r.t. a malicious verifier is an
instance of the above scheme where a = Eve. Zero-knowledge w.r.t. an honest
verifier is definable as ZK(a,b)(φ) ∧ honest(a).

Conjecture 3. “[A]nything that is feasibly computable from a zero-knowledge
proof is also feasibly computable from the (valid) assertion itself.” [80, Page 39]

|= φ→ ((Ka(ϕ) ⊇ ZK(a,b)(φ))→ (Ka(ϕ) ⊇ φ))

This is a logical formulation of an instance of the simulation paradigm [81].

Formalisation 7 (n-party interactive proof)

“An n-party interactive proof (or n-party computation or n-party protocol) M
between agents {a0, a1, . . . , an−1} (initiated by a0) for a proposition φ (protocol
goal) is a (possibly minimal) finite chain M = ((a0,M0), . . . , (al,Mm)) s.t. (1)
Mm is a proof of φ for a0, and (2) for all consecutive pairs ((ai,Mi), (aj ,Mj))
in M , Mj derives from Mi due to communication between ai and aj.” [author’s
formulation]
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A ::= (a,�)
∣∣ (b, A)

M iProofFor(a,A) φ := M iProofFora(a,A) φ

(M,�) iProofForc(a,�) φ := c k M ∧M proofFor φ

(M, (M ′, I)) iProofForc(a,(b,A)) φ := M ′ commConsOf(a,b) M ∧
(M ′, I) iProofForc(b,A) φ

y

Definition 13 (Quotient proof).

M |a M ′ := ¬(a k M ⊇ a k M ′) ∧
¬(a k M ′ ⊇ a k M)

(M,M ′) disjointEvidenceFor φ := ∀a(Ka(φ) B (Ka(φ) ⊇ a k (M,M ′) ∧
M |a M ′))

(M,�) mutuallyDisjointEvidenceFor φ := M evidenceFor φ

(M,M) mutuallyDisjointEvidenceFor φ := (M,M) disjointEvidenceFor φ ∧
M mutuallyDisjointEvidenceFor φ

M quotientProofFor φ := M proofFor φ ∧
M mutuallyDisjointEvidenceFor φ

Note that M |a M ′ is pronounced “M is (epistemically) independent from M ′

w.r.t. to a’s knowledge”. Quotient proofs could also be called compositional
proofs.

Definition 14 (Multi-prover Zero-Knowledge).

ZK(a,A)(φ) := IK(a,A)(Ka(∃m′(m′ quotientProofFor φ ∧A k m′)) ∧
¬∃m′(Ka(m′ evidenceFor φ ∧A k m′)))

where

(a,�) k (M,�) := a k M

(b, A) k (M,M) := b k M ∧A k M

Observe again the importance of the scope of the existential quantifiers.

Applied concepts This section is in the spirit of [5] and [3]. Note that for
clarity, names of cryptographic algorithms are omitted in message terms in the
sequel.

Definition 15 (Security of encryption schemes).

1. “Standard security: the infeasibility of obtaining information regarding the
plaintext” [5, Page 470]
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Semantic security “[. . .] given any a priori information about the plain-
text, it is infeasible to obtain any (new) information about the plaintext
from the ciphertext (beyond what is feasible to obtain from the a priori
information on the plaintext).” [5, Page 378]

|= (a k C ∧ Ka(φ(M)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
a priori information

→ ((Ka(ϕ(M)) ⊇ a k C)︸ ︷︷ ︸
obtaining information

→ (φ(M) ⊇ ϕ(M))︸ ︷︷ ︸
no news

)

where C ::= [M ]k
∣∣ [M ]p+

This is again a logical formulation of an instance of the simulation
paradigm [81]. Observe the similarity with the previous instance.

Indistinguishability of encryptions
– [M ]k (or [M ]p+) and [M ′]k (or [M ′]p+) are computationally indis-

tinguishable (in the sense of our formalisation)
– there is l ∈ N s.t. [M ]k (or [M ]p+) and �l are computationally in-

distinguishable (in the sense of our formalisation)
2. Non-malleability “[. . .] it [is] infeasible for an adversary, given a cipher-

text, to produce a valid ciphertext (under the same encryption-key) for a
related plaintext.” [5, Page 470]

|= (Eve k [M ]k ∧ φ(M) ∧ φ(M ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
M ′ is related to M

)→ (Eve k [M ′]k → Eve k k)

|= (Eve k [M ]p+ ∧ φ(M) ∧ φ(M ′))→ (Eve k [M ′]p+ → Eve k M ′)

Formalisation 8 (Unforgeability of signature schemes)
“ it is infeasible to produce signatures of other users to documents they did not
sign.” [5, Page 498]

|= a authored ]M [p → a k p

y

Attacks on encryption schemes We state formalisations of attacks on encryption
schemes as vulnerabilities and in increasing strength.

Formalisation 9 (Ciphertext-only attack)
“[. . .] the adversary (or cryptanalyst) tries [⊇] to deduce the decryption key [k
(symmetric) resp. p (private)] or plaintext [M ] by only [≡] observing ciphertext
[m1, . . . ,mn].” [3, Page 41]

Eve k M ≡ ∃(k : K)(Eve k [M ]k)
Eve k M ≡ ∃(p : K−)(Eve k [M ]p+)

Eve k k ≡ (∃(m1 : SCk[M])(Eve k m1) ∧ · · · ∧ ∃(mn : SCk[M])(Eve k mn))
Eve k p ≡ (∃(m1 : ACp+ [M])(Eve k m1) ∧ · · · ∧ ∃(mn : ACp+ [M])(Eve k mn))

y
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Formalisation 10 (Known-plaintext attack)

“[. . .] the adversary has a quantity of plaintext [m1, . . . ,mn] and corresponding
ciphertext.” [3, Page 41]

Eve k k ≡ (∃m1(Eve k m1 ∧ Eve k [m1]k) ∧ · · · ∧
∃mn(Eve k mn ∧ Eve k [mn]k))

Eve k p ≡ (∃m1(Eve k m1 ∧ Eve k [m1]p+) ∧ · · · ∧
∃mn(Eve k mn ∧ Eve k [mn]p+))

Our interpretation of ‘a quantity of plaintext’ can be refined from ‘a number
of plaintexts’ to ‘a number of parts of plaintexts’ by replacing Eve k m1 with
∃m11(m11 4 m1∧Eve k m11)∧· · ·∧∃m1i(m1i 4 m1∧Eve k m1i), and Eve k mn

with ∃mn1(mn1 4 m1 ∧ Eve k mn1) ∧ · · · ∧ ∃mnj(mnj 4 m1 ∧ Eve k mnj). y

Formalisation 11 (Chosen-plaintext attack)

“[. . .] the adversary chooses [B] plaintext [m] and is then given [I] corresponding
ciphertext. Subsequently [ �], the adversary uses any information deduced [⊇] in
order to recover plaintext [M ] corresponding to previously unseen ciphertext.”
[3, Page 41]

∃(k : K)(¬ Eve k [M ]k ∧
∃m(Eve k m B

(Eve k [m]k I �(Eve k M ⊇ (Eve k m ∧ Eve k [m]k)))))

∃(p : K−)(¬ Eve k [M ]p+ ∧
∃m(Eve k m B

(Eve k [m]p+ I �(Eve k M ⊇ (Eve k m ∧ Eve k [m]p+)))))

Our interpretation of ‘plaintext’ can be refined from ‘ the plaintext’ to ‘ some of
the plaintext’ by replacing Eve k M with ∃m1(m1 4 M ∧ Eve k m1) ∧ · · · ∧
∃mn(mn 4 M ∧ Eve k mn). y

Formalisation 12 (Adaptive chosen-plaintext attack)

“[. . .] a chosen-plaintext attack wherein the choice of plaintext may depend on
the ciphertext received from previous requests.” [3, Page 41]

Let A denote chosen-plaintext chains in the public key p+ of the form

A ::= �
∣∣ ((M, [M ]p+), A)

and aCPCp+

a an inductively-defined macro expressing the realisation of such a
chain for agent a

� aCPCp+

a φ := φ

((M, [M ]p+), A) aCPCp+

a φ := a k M B (a k [M ]p+ I A aCPCp+

a φ)
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Then

∃(p : K−)(¬ Eve k [M ]p+ ∧
∃m(∃m′(m′ aCPCp+

Eve Eve k m) B
(Eve k [m]p+ I �(Eve k M ⊇ (Eve k m ∧ Eve k [m]p+)))))

formalises an adaptive chosen-plaintext attack on a private key. (The formalisa-
tion of a corresponding attack on a symmetric key is similar.) y

Formalisation 13 (Chosen-ciphertext attack)

“[. . .] the adversary selects the ciphertext and is then given the corresponding
plaintext.” [3, Page 41]

∃(k : K)(¬ Eve k [M ]k ∧
∃m(Eve k [m]k B

(Eve k m I �(Eve k M ⊇ (Eve k m ∧ Eve k [m]k)))))
y

Formalisation 14 (Adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack)

“[. . .] a chosen-ciphertext attack where the choice of ciphertext may depend on
the plaintext received from previous requests.” [3, Page 42]

Let S denote chosen-ciphertext chains in the symmetric key k of the form

S ::= �
∣∣ (([M ]k,M), S)

and sCCCk
a an inductively-defined macro expressing the realisation of such a

chain for agent a

� sCCCk
a φ := φ

(([M ]k,M), S) sCCCk
a φ := a k [M ]k B (a k M I S sCCCk

a φ)

Then

∃(k : K)(¬ Eve k [M ]k ∧
∃m(∃m′(m′ sCCCk

Eve Eve k m) B
(Eve k [m]k I �(Eve k M ⊇ (Eve k m ∧ Eve k [m]k)))))

formalises an adaptive chosen-plaintext attack on a symmetric key. (The for-
malisation of a corresponding attack on an asymmetric key is similar.) y

Attacks on signature schemes We state formalisations of attacks on signature
schemes in increasing strength.

Formalisation 15 (Key-only attack)

“[. . .] an adversary knows only the signer’s public key.” [3, Page 432]
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∃v∃(a : A)(v+ puk a ∧ Eve k v+ ∧ ∀m(Eve k ]m[v → ¬ Eve k m))

y

Formalisation 16 (Known-message attack)

“An adversary has signatures for a set of messages which are known to the
adversary but not chosen by him.” [3, Page 432]

∃v∃(a : A)(v+ puk a ∧ Eve k v+ ∧
∃m1 · · · ∃mn(Eve k ]m1[v ∧ · · · ∧ Eve k ]mn[v ∧

Eve k m1 ∧ · · · ∧ Eve k mn))

y

Formalisation 17 (Chosen-message attack)

“An adversary obtains valid signatures from a chosen list of messages before
attempting to break the signature scheme.” [3, Page 433]

∃v∃(a : A)(v+ puk a ∧ Eve k v+ ∧
∃m1 · · · ∃mn((Eve k m1 ∧ · · · ∧ Eve k mn) B

(Eve k ]m1[v ∧ · · · ∧ Eve k ]mn[v)))

y

Formalisation 18 (Adaptive chosen-message attack)

“An adversary is allowed to use the signer as an oracle; the adversary may re-
quest signatures of messages which depend on the signer’s public key and he may
request signatures of messages which depend on previously obtained signatures
or messages.” [3, Page 433]

Let C denote chosen-message chains in the private key p of the form

C ::= �
∣∣ ((M, ]M [p), C)

and CMCp
a an inductively-defined macro expressing the realisation of such a chain

for agent a

� CMCp
a φ := φ

((M, ]M [p), C) CMCp
a φ := a k M B (a k ]M [p I C CMCp

a φ)

Then
∃v∃(a : A)(v+ puk a ∧ Eve k v+ ∧ ∃m(m CMCv

a Eve k m))

formalises an adaptive chosen-message attack on a signing key. y
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Breaks of signature schemes We state formalisations of breaks of signature
schemes in increasing strength.

Formalisation 19 (Existential forgery)

“An adversary is able to forge a signature for at least one message. The adversary
has little or no control over the message whose signature is obtained, and the
legitimate signer may be involved in the deception . . . ” [3, Page 432]

∃v∃(a : A)(v+ puk a ∧ Eve k v+ ∧ ∃m(Eve k m ∧ (Eve k ]m[v ⊇ Eve k m)))

y

Formalisation 20 (Selective forgery)

“An adversary is able to create a valid signature for a particular [∃] message or
class of messages chosen [B] a priori. Creating the signature does not directly
involve the legitimate signer.” [3, Page 432]

∃v∃(a : A)(v+ puk a ∧ Eve k v+ ∧ ∃m(Eve k m B (Eve k ]m[v ⊇ Eve k m)))

y

Formalisation 21 (Universal forgery)

“An adversary is able to create a valid signature for an arbitrary [∀] message
chosen a priori.”

∃v∃(a : A)(v+ puk a ∧ Eve k v+ ∧ ∀m(Eve k m B (Eve k ]m[v ⊇ Eve k m)))

y

Formalisation 22 (Total break)

“An adversary is either able to compute the private key information of the signer,
or finds an efficient signing algorithm functionally equivalent to the valid signing
algorithm.” [3, Page 432]

∃v∃(a : A)(v+ puk a ∧ Eve k v+ ∧ Eve k v)

y
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